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STUDY OF DEEP LEARNING APPROACHES TO 

FACE DETECTION AND RECOGNITION, 

OBJECT DETECTION AND RECOGNITION  

ABSTRACT 

In this research, I have focused on deep learning approaches to face detection and 

recognition and object detection and recognition. This research has mainly focused on training 

the neural networks or other models with enough amounts of data so that it achieves desirable 

results. Starting with the basics of neural network where a neuron, the smallest unit in deep 

learning field, is defined and explained, I have elevated the research to the topic where I could 

recognize the face of a person or an object in an image. First the neural networks have been 

introduced in this research and then training of the neural networks has been attained with both 

the CPU and the GPU. In an algorithm called matrix form of back propagation, the use of 

multiple GPUs has been made along with CUDA kernel and cuBLAS library. Application of 

face recognition has been implemented using the pre trained model Facenet and Deep 

Convolutional Neural Networks. After analyzing neural networks and its facial recognition 

application, other approaches of deep learning have been given force to. I have used the library 

OpenCV along with deep learning approaches to implement face recognition, Image registration 

and YOLO Object Detection and Recognition with the tensor flow and keras environment 

supported by anaconda for python.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview 

The development of the software system or the computer system that would conduct 

diverse tasks with the human intelligence is basically known as Artificial Intelligence. In other 

words, Artificial Intelligence is the process of imitating intelligent behavior in machines. Various 

examples of these behaviors include visual comprehension, speech identification or tasks 

including decision making etc. The most challenging part of artificial intelligent is to represent 

the rate of accuracy and efficiency of human brain in its occupation. Humans are generating 

immeasurable amount of data every day and are capable of receiving each aspect of it, that the 

growth of artificial intelligence is blooming with it. Like human learn from experiences and 

mistakes, likewise a machine with robust artificial intelligence will learn from experience and 

training yet not comparable to human brain.   

Machine learning is the part of artificial intelligence in which machines trains themselves 

by learning and improving without the help of human effort and new programming. Deep 

Learning is further a form of machine learning that equips the machine to learn, train, understand 

and experience the real world in terms of hierarchy of concepts which further permits the 

machine or the computer to assimilate complicated concepts by building them out of simpler 

ones. There is definitely no need for the human help to operate the computer manually in order to 

particularize all of the knowledge needed by the computer because the computer itself converge 

the mastery from experience [1]. Deep Learning is mainly a self governed, self teaching system 

in which uses the data that is already been living in it to further train algorithms to find various 

patterns. These patterns are put to use to make future predictions about the new data to which the 
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computer was never introduced to. For instance, one might train a deep learning algorithm to 

identify an object such as table or a glass or an animal say elephant from an image after the 

network was fed with millions of such images having the same object or animal. The network 

will then build various patterns by classifying and clustering the image data which further inform 

a predictable model that is capable of predicting the accurate results after looking at the new set 

of images again. Deep learning algorithms perform this task of predicting accurate results via 

neural networks.  

Neural networks is a type of model which imitate the model of neuron in human brain 

allowing the algorithm to perform loops on the data to analyze and narrow down the patterns and 

improvise on the predictions it makes with every loop. “A great example of deep learning in 

practice is Apple’s Face ID. When setting up your phone you train the algorithm by scanning 

your face. Each time you log on using e.g. Face ID, the True Depth camera captures thousands of 

data points which create a depth map of your face and the phone’s inbuilt neural engine will 

perform the analysis to predict whether it is you or not” [2].  

1.2 Related Work 

 Overall, the research into neural networks and its applications is fairly immature even 

though it has received subsidiary attention from the machine learning community. This research 

primarily focuses on face recognition in images and videos along with real time face recognition 

using the webcam. Also the research is based on the object detection and recognition, and text 

detection in images and videos. These are the problems that have received noteworthy attention 

in the recent past. This work is mainly focusing on deep architectures for face and object 

recognition by defining many methods in the literature. The defining property of all these 

methods is the use of Neural Networks, a learnable function obtained by composing several 
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linear and non linear operators. A representative system of this class of methods is FaceAligner.  

This method trains itself using the Siamese Network and aligns the faces after detecting using the 

facial landmarks, then resizing it and cropping it to eliminate the background from the image. 

And in real time face detection, it makes a bounding box on the face in the video or the live 

camera which also displays the accuracy of the system along with the name of the person, if the 

network was trained for that person. Reading and capturing of the images and videos is done 

using OpenCV and web service for image registration using images or live camera has also been 

proposed in the system. This method currently achieves the best performance on images and live 

camera yet.  

1.3 Approach 

 The research is restricted to face recognition using Siamese Network and OpenCV, 

although the general approach can be reproduced for any modal quality. For this research, I have 

employed Siamese Convolution Neural Networks which have the ability to find the similarity 

between two comparable things. These networks are also trained easily using standard 

optimization techniques on sampled pairs and also introduce a competitive approach that does 

not depend on any specific domain knowledge which harness the deep learning techniques. In 

order to expand the knowledge in Siamese convolution neural networks, I have aimed to first 

learn a neural network with single hidden layer and then multiple hidden layers. The training of 

the Multi Layer Perceptron using the back propagation algorithm is been done and then the 

Matrix form of Back propagation algorithm has been produced which is using multiple GPUs, in 

order to perform more efficiently. This research has proved that GPUs are not only for 

processing graphics but for also improving processing time for various algorithms if applied 

correctly.  
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 After the network has been trained with the image dataset, the network is fed with new 

image(s) in order to determine if the network recognizes the face in the images or not. Along 

with the face detection and face recognition, we have implied the same trained network to detect 

and recognize various objects. By additionally choosing the predictor for the network to train and 

then imposing certain constraints on the parameterization, this research has achieved utmost 

accuracy in facial recognition, object recognition and text detection. Note that I do not propose to 

learn the metric so my methods are concentrating mainly on the features of deep learning. In 

general, the idea is to first learn the good representations of neural networks and then employ the 

features to achieve face detection and recognition, object detection and recognition and text 

detection without any retraining.  
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CHAPTER 2: DEEP LEARNING AND NEURAL NETWORKS. 

 Unlike human brain which is phenomenally good at making sense of the things 

the eyes shows us, a neural network uses totally a different approach to learn and perceive the 

real world things. A neural Network approaches the problem of visual pattern or image 

processing in a different way. The idea behind the working of neural network is to take massive 

dataset of images, which are also, called training examples and grow a system which can learn 

from these training examples. A neural network gradually becomes more efficient when it feeds 

itself more with such training examples thus improving its accuracy in predicting the correct 

results without human intervention. Inspiration behind the Artificial Neural Network is the way 

biological neural networks in the human process information. Neuron is the primary and 

essential computational component of the human brain. Likewise, the basic computational unit in 

an artificial neural network is the neuron which is also known by the name of node or a unit. It 

receives an input which is associated with some weight, from an external source or some other 

unit (node) and calculates or reckons an output. The weight which has been associated to the 

inputs has been assigned to them based on the relative importance to other inputs [3]. There is a 

function in the unit called Activation Function, which is applied to the weighted sum of all the 

inputs along with another input called bias, also associated with a weight, to compute an output. 

The activation function is non linear and thus, is applied to the output in order to bring 

non linearity to the output because all the real world data is non linear and the neural network is 

all about learning the non linear representation of real world. The artificial neuron is also called 

Perceptrons. There are different variants of Artificial Neural Networks and these variants further 

have their own types or classes. 
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Figure 1: A Single Neuron [3] 

The most commonly used neural networks are Feed Forward Neural Network, Single Layer 

Perceptron, Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), Convolution Neural Network (CNN), and 

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). And the most commonly used Activation Functions 

which are found more often in practice are Sigmoid, tanh, ReLU, Leaky ReLU. Every 

activation function takes a single number and performs a certain fixed mathematical 

operation on it [4].  

• Sigmoid: takes a real-valued input and squashes it to range between 0 and 1 

σ(x) = 1 / (1 + exp(−x)) 

• tanh: takes a real-valued input and squashes it to the range [-1, 1] 

Tanh(x) = 2σ (2x) − 1 
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• ReLU: ReLU stands for Rectified Linear Unit. It takes a real-valued input and thresholds 

it at zero (replaces negative values with zero) 

f(x) = max(0, x) 

The below figures [4] show each of the above activation functions. 

 

Figure: 2 Different activation functions [4].  

2.1 Types of Neural Networks  

2.1.1 Feed Forward Neural Networks 

 The first and the simplest form of the artificial neural network conceived was the Feed 

Forward Neural Network. It has various layers which are arranged and are composed of multiple 

nodes (neurons). Neurons from neighboring layers are interconnected and all the links or 

associations have weights assigned to them.  

The below figure shows the instance of Feed Forward Neural Network.  
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Figure 3: An example of Feed Forward Neural Network 

A Feed forward neural network consists of three types of nodes: 

1. Input Nodes – The Input nodes provide information from the outside world to the 

network and are together referred to as the “Input Layer”. No computation is performed 

in any of the Input nodes – they just pass on the information to the hidden nodes [3]. 

2. Hidden Nodes – The Hidden nodes have no direct connection with the outside world 

(hence the name “hidden”). They perform computations and transfer information from 

the input nodes to the output nodes. A collection of hidden nodes forms a “Hidden 
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Layer”. While a feed forward network will only have a single input layer and a single 

output layer, it can have zero or multiple Hidden Layers [3]. 

3. Output Nodes – The Output nodes are collectively referred to as the “Output Layer” and 

are responsible for computations and transferring information from the network to the 

outside world [3]. 

In the feed forward neural networks, the information moves only in one direction unlike 

recurrent neural networks which forms a loop. Feed forward neural network moves the 

information from input layer though the hidden layer to the output layer. Two types of 

feed forward neural networks are “Single Layer Perceptron” and “Multi Layer 

Perceptron”. 

 

2.1.2 Multi Layer Perceptrons (MLP). 

 A multi layer Perceptron is a neural network with multiple input layers connected as a 

one way directed graph to the output layer, which generates outputs from a set of inputs. Each 

node in this network has the non linear activation function except the input layer. Multi Layer 

neural network has the best practice in the field of supervised learning as well as research into 

parallel and distributed processing involving the supplication of speech recognition, image 

recognition and machine translation. MLP uses back propagation algorithm as a supervised 

learning approach. As there are multiple layers of neurons present  in this neural network, it is 

basically a deep learning system.  
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Figure 4: Multi Layer Perceptron having one hidden layer. 

 

So far, I’ve studied about the neural networks in which input of the one layer comes from the 

output of the previous layer. The information flow is one way i.e. the information is only fed 

forward and never fed backwards. These types of networks are called feed forward neural 

networks which mean there are no loops in the network.  There are other models of neural 

networks which have feedback loops in them. These models are called Recurrent Neural 

networks.  
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2.2 The Back Propagation Algorithm.  

 “Back propagation is a method used in artificial neural networks to calculate a gradient 

that is needed in the calculation of the weights to be used in the network” [1]. Deep Neural 

networks are trained using back propagation by distributing errors throughout the network layers 

backwards. The back propagation algorithm was proposed in 1986 by Rumelhart, Hinton and 

Williams for settling weights and hence for the training for Multi Layer Perceptron (MLT) [4]. 

Derivation of Back propagation starts with computing the output layer which is the only one 

where desired outputs are available but the outputs of the intermediate layers are unavailable [4]. 

Back propagation revolves around four fundamental equations and together these four equations 

provide us the insights to calculate both the errors and the gradient of the cost function [4].  Back 

propagation equations, at a level, goes so deep that understanding them well requires 

considerable time and patience. All four equations are the consequences of the chain rule from 

multivariable calculus. “Equation 1 (BP1): which gives an expression for the output error, δL. To 

prove this equation, recall that by definition” [4]:  

 

 (1)[4] 

 

“Applying the chain rule, we can re-express the partial derivative above in terms of partial 

derivatives with respect to the output activations” [4], 
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(2)[4] 

“where the sum is over all neurons k in the output layer. Of course, the output activation aLk of 

the kth neuron depends only on the weighted input zLj for the jth neuron when k=j. And so 

∂aLk/∂zLj vanishes when k≠j. As a result we can simplify the previous equation to” [4] 

 

(3)[4] 

“Recalling that aLj=σ(zLj) the second term on the right can be written as σ′(zLj), and the equation 

becomes” [4]:  

 

(4)[4] 

“Next, we'll prove (BP2), which gives an equation for the error δl in terms of the error in the next 

layer, δl+1. To do this, we want to rewrite δlj=∂C/∂zlj in terms of δl+1k=∂C/∂zl+1k. We can do 

this using the chain rule” [4], 
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(5)[4] 

“Where in the last line we have interchanged the two terms on the right-hand side, and 

substituted the definition of δl+1k. To evaluate the first term on the last line, note that” [4] 

 

(6)[4] 

“Differentiating, we obtain” [4], 

 

(7)[4] 

“Substituting back into (2), we get” [4],  
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(8)[4] 

“This is just (BP2) written in component form” [4]. 

“Let's explicitly write this out in the form of an algorithm [4], 

• Input x: Set the corresponding activation a1 for the input layer [4]. 

• Feed forward: For each l=2,3,…,L compute zl=wlal−1+bl and al=σ(zl) [4]. 

• Output error δL: Compute the vector δL=∇aC⊙σ′(zL) [4]. 

• Back propagate the error: For each l=L−1,L−2,,2 compute δl=((wl+1)Tδl+1)⊙σ′(zl) [4]. 

• Output: Gradient of the cost function is given by ∂C∂wljk=al−1kδlj AND ∂C∂blj=δlj” [4]. 

 

Analyzing the algorithm and the equations, one can see the reason behind its name back 

propagation. Starting from the final layer, the error vector is determined backward. To 

understand how the cost varies with earlier weights and biases we need to repeatedly apply the 

chain rule, working backward through the layers to obtain usable expressions [4]. 

 

2.3 Matrix Form of Back Propagation using CUDA 

To utilize the GPU performance to the fullest, matrix form of batch mode back 

propagation algorithm is implemented by introducing input neurons, output neurons and hidden 

neurons into the matrix. The implementation of the algorithm includes CUDA Basic Linear 
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Algebra Subroutines (cuBLAS) library to perform vector and various matrix functioning along 

with CUDA kernel. It enables various GPUs at the same time with the same neural network 

structure and weight parameters. The training examples are distributed to various GPUs and each 

GPU in return calculates the local training error and the gradient at each layer which is sent back 

to the first GPU to calculate the summations which are further transferred back to update the 

weights until the training goal is achieved. This technique has achieved higher efficiency than 

the conventional GPU implementation of the Back Propagation algorithm [5]. 

Having a neural network with multi layers, suppose the total number layers are L such 

that the first layer is the input layer and the output layer is Lth layer with hidden layers through 2 

to L-1[5]. And the number of neurons in lth layer be Nl.  Given the inputs x =[x1, x2,..., xn]T, where 

n = N1 is the number of input neuron[5]. Feed forward in neural networks is used to computer 

outputs y = [y1, y2, …. , ym]T where m is the number of output neurons [5]. Let s be the number of 

training samples and in order to take the bias of hidden neurons, one can add a fake neuron with 

value to be 1, into the input layer and each hidden layer [5]. Performing training of back 

propagation in matrix Form requires the input matrix X with dimensions of s x (n+1) which is 

initialized to store all the input data in training samples with the neuron which is fake [5]. The 

values of the elements in (n+1)th column of matrix X are one [5].  

The weight matrix W1 at the lth layer has the dimensions of (Nl -1 +1) x Nl with all the 

elements in Wl are random values representing the guess [5]. Let the matrix Zl be with be the 

dimensions of s x (Nl-1 + 1) representing the value of neurons at the lth layer. The elements in (Nl 

+ 1) th column of Zl also representing the bias at the lth layer [5]. The output matrix Y is of the 

dimensions s x m where each row of Y represents the output of the corresponding row of one 

trained sample in the input matrix X [5]. 
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The first step towards this is to feed forward the input data to the output neurons where 

the value of the each layer is calculated as [5] 

 

(9) [5] 

Where Zls X Nl demonstrates only the elements in the first column which are updated 

while the elements in (Nl x 1)th column of Zl remains to be unchanged [5].  

 σ(⋅) is the activation function of the hidden neurons which is also known as the Sigmoid 

activation function, which applies to each of the product of Z(l-1) and Wl. The output matrix is 

pulled out as [5] 

 

(10) [5] 

 

The next step is to calculate the training error. A matrix D with the dimensions of s x m is 

made to store all the outputs in training samples i.e. s as desired output data. The error is 

calculated by the matrix form of the difference between NN outputs and the desired outputs as 

[5] 
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(11) [5] 

Where ⊙ donates product of two matrices and sum (⋅) is the summation of all 

elements in the matrix [5].  

 

The third step is to calculate the gradient at each layer and the total gradient is the 

summation of the entire training samples gradient. Let Gl be the s x p matrix which represents the 

gradient at the lth hidden layer and Gl be the s x m matrix that represents the gradients at the 

output layer which are computed as [5] 

 

(12)(13) [5] 

Where UL is the s x NL unity matrix with all the elements as 1.  

 

The last step is to back propagate the gradient from (l+1)th layer to the lth layer. The 

weights between the input layer and the first hidden layer and the rest of the hidden layers can be 

calculated as [5] 
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(14) [5] 

 

 

Finally, the weights between the last hidden layer and the output layer can be calculated 

as [5] 

 

(15) [5] 

 

The implementation of GPU enables Back Propagation Algorithm is supported by cuBLAS 

library and the CUDA kernel where cuBLAS library is the CUDA implementation of the basic 

linear algebra operations which supports three basic operations which are vector, matrix vector 
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and matrix-matrix operations. CUDA kernel which implements Sigmoid function is the function 

defined by the user that runs on the GPU and performs the operations of same type to different 

data in order to take the advantage of GPUs highly parallel stream processing [5].  

The initialization of CUDA kernel allocates the memory space and transfers the data 

from system memory to GPU memory and after the matrices are allocated on the GPU memory, 

they will be reserved on the GPU memory with updated values which were trained during the 

process. This technique does a very distinctive job in sending back the total error to the system 

memory once per iteration when all the training samples feed forwarded to the output layer 

instead of sending back the error of just one training sample as done in [6], which has minimized 

the overhead of transferring data between the GPU memory and system memory. Also it has 

taken advantage of the parallel stream processors on the GPU [5]. A self activating technique of 

multiple GPU training is considered where the number of GPUs in the system is g [5].  

The total sets of training examples are distributed across GPUs and the input matrix X, 

the output matrix Y and the desired output matrix D are systematically scaled to contain nearly 

s/g rows of data as shown in figure 5 [5]. Each GPU feed forwards the input data to the output 

neurons and computes the training errors and the gradient [5].  The GPU 1 will accumulate the 

error and the gradient information from all other GPUs and computes the summation of the 

training error and the summation of the gradients respectively [5]. The total of the gradients are 

sent to each GPU to update the weights while the training error is sent to the system memory 

after which the CPU determines if the training objective has been achieved or not [5]. 
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Figure 5: Framework of the parallel back propagation training on the multiple GPUs [5]. 
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2.4 Face Recognition using Deep Convolutional Neural Network. 

 This part of the research is fairly immature yet and is mainly based on the system known 

as Facenet. Facenet uses the Deep Convolutional Neural Network. In the experiment above, 

where matrix form of back propagation is introduced, I have trained the CNN using the 

Stochastic Gradient Descend (SGD). Even in the standard back propagation algorithm the same 

training technique was used [7][8]. The model is initialized from random, similar to [9], and 

trained on the CPU cluster for more than 2 hours, having the dataset of 1000 images. Given the 

model details [10], and treating the model as the black box [10], the most important part of this 

approach lies in the end to end learning of the whole system [10]. To this end [10] employ the 

triplet loss that directly reflects what [10] want to achieve in face verification, recognition and 

clustering. [10] Has not done any comparison to other losses but the motivation is that the loss 

from [11] encourages that all faces from one identity to be projected onto the single point [10]. 

The triplet loss [10] enforces a margin between each pair of faces which allows the face of one 

identity to live on a manifold meanwhile the distance is enforced to discriminate with other 

identities [10]. 

Triples Loss is motivated in [12] in the context of nearest neighbor classification [10]. 

Here it is ensured that the image of a specific person comes closer to all other images of the same 

person than it is to any image of any other person [10].   

 

Figure 6: Triplet Loss [10]. 
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Therefore the loss (L) is: 

 

(16)[10] 

Many would easily satisfy the above constraint, so it will be a waste to look at these during the 

training as it wouldn’t contribute to adjusting parameters instead would only slow down the 

convergence [10]. It is important to pick hard triplet that are active so that they can contribute to 

improving the model [10].  

2.4.1 Experiments with Facenet.  

 To experiment with Facenet, I used between 800 to1000 images in the dataset 

which consisted of about 10 different identities. A face detector is run on each image and a tight 

bounding box is generated around each face [10]. These face thumbnails are resized to the input 

size of the respective network [10]. The image below shows the tight bounding boxes around the 

faces in the image that has been trained using the Facenet.  

 

Figure 7: Image with tight bounding boxes after feeding it to face detector. 
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2.4.2 Sensitivity to Image Quality. 

 Their [10] tables are tough on the JPEG compression and perform well enough at 

the JPEG quality of 20.  

 

Table 1: Effect on the validation rate at 10e-3 precision with varying JPEG quality [10]. 

Performance drop is very less with 120x120 input image size and remains acceptable 

even at 80x80 [10].  

 

Table 2: Image size in pixels vs. validation rate at 10e-3 [10]. 

2.4.3 Summary 

 [10] Provided a technique to directly learn an embedding into the Euclidean space for 

face verification. [10] Pulled it apart from other methods [13][14] who have used the CNN 

bottleneck layer [10] , or require an additional post processing as well as (SVM) classification. 

End to end training in [10] has simplified the setup and has showed that directly optimizing the 

loss relevant to the task improves performance [10]. Another advantage that comes with [10] 

model is that it requires minimal alignment which also improves the efficiency a bit.    
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CHAPTER 3: FACE RECOGNITION USING DEEP LEARNING AND 

OPENCV 

3.1 Introduction  

 This part of the research is mainly based on the open source computer vision library 

called OpenCV. This part of the research is implementing OpenCV to perform face recognition. 

To build the system, I performed face detection at first and then extracted facial embeddings 

from each face using deep learning and trained a face recognition model on those embeddings 

and then at last came up with the system that finally recognize faces in both images and videos 

streams. While it was possible and easy to recognize faces using the OpenCV library, the fact 

that OpenCV itself is not responsible for identifying faces is a vibration. Along with OpenCV 

and deep learning, I have used another library called scikit-learn. This library is used in detecting 

faces, computing 128-d face embeddings to quantify a face, train a support vector machine 

(SVM) on the top of the embeddings to recognize faces in images and video streams [17].  

3.2 How it works 

Deep learning is applied in two simple steps in order to build the OpenCV face 

recognition system pipeline. The first step is to apply the face detection which will detect the 

presence of the face in an image or video stream but will not identify it and the second step is to 

extract the 128d feature vectors that quantify each face in an image or video stream. These 

vectors are also known as embeddings. One can perform fast and accurate face detection with 

OpenCV along with the pre trained deep learning face detector model that is shipped with the 

library.  
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Figure 8: An overview of Face Recognition pipeline. 

Quantifying faces in an image is the responsibility of the model Facenet which I have 

discussed above. First step in the Face Recognition pipeline is to input an image or the video 

stream to the pipeline on which face detection is applied to detect the location of the faces in the 

image or the video stream [17]. Along with face detection, it also computes facial landmarks to 

preprocess image and align the image. The second step after the face detection and cropping of 

the image is to input the cropped image to our deep neural network which calculates the 128-d 

embeddings to quantify the face itself.  

 

Figure 9: Deep Learning Face Recognition Model computing the Face Embeddings [10]. 
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 The input batch of the image includes three images which are the anchor image, the 

positive image and the negative image. Suppose the anchor image is our first image and has the 

identity I. And the second image is our positive image with the identity I as well i.e. it also 

contains the image of the person I. The negative and last image is the image that belongs to 

someone else who has the identity U. Now the batch is fed and neural network computes the 

128-d embeddings for each face and then adjust the weights of the network with the help of 

triplet loss function such that the embeddings of the anchor image and positive image who had 

the same identity lies closer to each other and the embeddings of the negative image with the 

identity U is pushed farther from these two. In this way, the network is able to learn to quantify 

faces and return discriminating embeddings for suitable for face recognition [17].  

 The dataset I have contains three people i.e. myself, my friend (Mayukh) and unknown 

(actress). Each class contains the total of six images (shown four) but I will suggest you to take 

at least 10-20 images per person you wish to recognize. Our face recognition dataset shown 

below.  

 

Figure 10: Face Recognition dataset. 
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3.3 Implementation. 

3.3.1 Deep learning with tensor flow (creating the environment). 

 To create the environment for our face recognition system, we need anaconda for python 

and CUDA toolkit. In anaconda, we either can create environment for the face recognition 

system to run on the CPU or the GPU. On my windows, I was able to fetch 14FPS and on my 

Mac book Pro, I was able to fetch 16FPS.  

3.3.2 Facial Recognition in Images. 

The first step is to extract the facial embeddings from the face dataset.  

# load our serialized face detector from disk 
print("[INFO] loading face detector...") 
protoPath = os.path.join("face_detection_model/deploy.prototxt") 
modelPath = os.path.join("face_detection_model/res10_300x300_ssd_iter_140000.caffemodel") 
detector = cv2.dnn.readNetFromCaffe(protoPath, modelPath) 
 
# load our serialized face embedding model from disk 
print("[INFO] loading face recognizer...") 
embedder = cv2.dnn.readNetFromTorch("openface_nn4.small2.v1.t7") 

Taking the advantage of the “embedder” CNN, I extracted the embeddings. 

# construct a blob for the face ROI, then pass the blob 
# through our face embedding model to obtain the 128-d 
# quantification of the face 
faceBlob = cv2.dnn.blobFromImage(face, 1.0 / 255, 
(96, 96), (0, 0, 0), swapRB=True, crop=False) 
embedder.setInput(faceBlob) 
vec = embedder.forward() 
 
# add the name of the person + corresponding face 
# embedding to their respective lists 
knownNames.append(name) 
knownEmbeddings.append(vec.flatten()) 
total += 1 

After extracting the facial embeddings, we will train our face recognition model. Now we have 

to train our standard model so that it would recognize the person based on the embeddings 
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extracted by the embedder. After loading the facial embeddings and encoding our labels, I have 

trained the SVM model for face recognizing. After I have trained our models, the pickle files for 

model and encoder will be generated. 

# train the model used to accept the 128-d embeddings of the face and 
# then produce the actual face recognition 
print("[INFO] training model...") 
recognizer = SVC(C=1.0, kernel="linear", probability=True) 
recognizer.fit(data["embeddings"], labels) 

Now is the time to recognize faces with OpenCV, so after loading the three models, I will load 

the images and detect faces. In the output, I am drawing rectangle around the face and placing 

the text above the face which includes name and the probability. The more the images to train, 

the more the accuracy rate is.  

The results are shown below. 

 

Figure 11: The output shows that the face is of Tanveen with 53.83% probability. 
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Figure 12: The output shows that the face is of Mayukh with 46.65% probability. 

3.3.3 Face Recognition in live video stream using live webcam. 

 The face recognition basically follows the same procedure except for feeding in the 

image to recognize, we have used OpenCV to start capturing videos using the live webcam by 

initializing the “Video Stream” object. Also we have the system capturing the frames per second.  

 

 

Video 1: Outputs to the face recognition using live camera. 
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CHAPTER 4: IMAGE REGISTRATION IN DEEP LEARNING 

4.1 Introduction. 

 The process of aligning of the two images or more that belongs to the same scene is 

known as Image Registration. One of the images is called the base image and the other images 

are called the input images. The base image is the reference to which the other images are 

compared. The objective of the image registration process is to bring the input image into 

alignment after applying spatial transformation to it. In image processing, the introductory step is 

the process of the image registration. The major part of the research on medical image processing 

is covered by image registration [16]. In medical field, the images that are created by different 

medical diagnostic modalities such as the process of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) or 

Single-Photo Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) uses the image registration to compare 

various attributes in the images to see if the tumor is visible or not in the MRI or SPECT images 

[15]. In computer vision, tasks like shape recovery, automatic change detection, automatic 

quality inspection, motion tracking, target template matching, are accomplished using image 

registration after alignment of the images has been achieved using different methods like Point 

based methods, Geometrical transformation, Surface or Intensity based method [15].  

 This part of the research is mainly focusing on Image Alignment using Geometrical 

transformation method. Face alignment helps in finding the geometrical structure of the faces in 

images and it also helps you in obtaining the canonical alignment of the face based on 

translation, scale and rotation [17]. There are various types of face alignment process in which 

the model is pre defined and the transformation is applied to the image to compare the facial 

landmarks of the pre defined model and the image [17]. The method for face alignment that I 
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have implemented and followed in this research is based on facial landmarks which help in 

acquiring rotation, translation and scale representation of the face [17].  

4.2 How it works 

 The process of face alignment is implemented using OpenCV and facial landmarks i.e. 

the input coordinates. The objective is to deform the input image and transform it to the output 

coordinate space after feeding in the input coordinates [17]. The output coordinate space should 

consists of faces that are centered in the image, rotated in a way such that the eye lie in the 

horizontal line, and be scaled in a way that the sizes of the faces are almost identical.  Thus, we 

can say that the process of face alignment is the type of data normalization. One can compare 

face alignment with the process of normalizing a set of feature vector via zero centering or 

scaling to unit norm prior to training the machine learning model. I have achieved higher 

accuracy from my face recognition model after performing this process [17]. The reason behind 

me performing this normalization is the other facial recognition algorithms like Eigenfaces, 

LBPs for face recognition, Fisher Faces and deep learning/metric methods. These methods aim at 

benefiting from applying facial alignment before even trying to identify the face [17].    

4.3 Implementation 

 I started off by examining the FaceAligner implementation and learned about the insights 

that it provided. FaceAligner has the predictor; the desired output left eye position along with the 

width and height of the desired output face. It is composed of the align function which takes the 

image as an input and coverts the image into grayscale and produce a tight rectangle bounding 

box with the help of dlib face detector [17].  After converting the landmarks into x, y 

coordinates, I will calculate the centre of the each eye and the angle between the eye centres. 
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  This angle is the most important part which will help me align the face correctly after 

allowing me to rotate the image correctly. Now is the part where I actually aligned the faces. 

After setting up the environment and importing basic libraries, I have initialized the predictor 

and the aligner and the detector is initialized using dlib function. 

scale = 4 
detector = dlib.get_frontal_face_detector() 
predictor = dlib.shape_predictor("shape_predictor_68_face_landmarks.dat") 
fa = FaceAligner(predictor, desiredFaceWidth=256)   

After this, we load the image and prepare it for face detection. Detecting faces in an input image 

is handled by dlib face detector which returns the list of bounding boxes around the faces. Then I 

have iterated through every bounding box and have displayed the original and aligned image. I 

have also stored the aligned image in the output folder.  

for rect in rects: 

            (x, y, w, h) = rect_to_bb(rect) 
            faceOrigin = imutils.resize(image[y:y + h, x:x + w], width=256) 
            faceAligned = fa.align(image, gray, rect)        
            cv2.imwrite(os.path.join(path , '01.jpg'), faceAligned)            
            cv2.imshow("Original", faceOrigin) 
            cv2.imshow("Aligned", faceAligned) 
            cv2.waitKey(0) 

 

Figure 13: Shows the alignment of the image. 
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CHAPTER 5: YOLO OBJECT DETECTION USING DEEP LEARNING 

AND OPENCV 

5.1 Introduction 

 You Only Look Once (YOLO) Object Detection in deep learning is trained on a loss 

function that directly corresponds to detection performance and the whole model is trained 

jointly [18]. When we look at something, we suddenly come to conclusion about the things 

presented to us. Suppose if we look at an image, our brain instantly recognizes things and objects 

present in the image along with their behavior. Like human brain, which is fast and accurate, 

there are various algorithms for object detection that allows computers to drive cars without 

human intervention [18]. To detect an object in an image or real life, the classifiers that are used 

by current detection system, takes the classifier for that particular object and evaluate it at 

various scales and location in the testing image [18]. Models like DPM i.e. deformable parts 

model use the approach of sliding window in which the classifier is run at evenly spaced 

locations over the whole image [19].  

 R-CNN use the approach that is based on region proposal methods. This method first 

generates potential bounding boxes in an image and then run the classifier on these proposed 

boxes. After the classification, post processing is done on the image to refine the bounding boxes 

which will help in removing the duplicate bounding boxes and detection and rescore the boxes 

based on other objects present in the image [20].But these complicated pipelines are really slow 

and they are also hard to optimize as each component is trained separately [19]. On the contrary, 

YOLO uses reframing of the object detection as a single regression problem in which object 
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detection is accomplished using image pixels to bounding boxes and class probabilities for those 

boxes [19].  

 

Figure 14: Shows the error analysis for Fast R-CNN vs. YOLO [19] 

 

5.2 How it works 

YOLO is easy and extremely fast. Unlike sliding window technique region proposal 

based technique, YOLO inspects the entire image during training and the testing time so that it 

would be able to encode contextual information about the classes as well as their appearances 

[19]. Fast R-CNN, a top detection model [21], mistakes background patched in an image as an 

object as it is unable to see the broader context in an image because it doesn’t follows the 

technique used by YOLO to scan the entire image at once. YOLO makes less than half the 

number of errors in background patches compared to fast R-CNN.  

The YOLO design does the end to end training and activates real time speed while 

maintaining high average precision [19]. The system divides the input image into an s x s grid 
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and if the centre of the object present in the image falls into the grid cell, that grid cell becomes 

responsible for detecting that object. Each grid cell is responsible for detecting bounding boxes 

and the confidence for those boxes [19]. Suppose if there is no object present in the cell then the 

confidence score for that cell should be zero.  Each bounding box includes the five predictions 

and the confidence [19]. At the time of the test, the YOLO model, multiplies the conditional 

class probabilities and the individual box confidence predictions [19] which further gives us 

class specific confidence score for each box [19]. Then the encoding is done for both the 

probability of the class appearing the box and how well the predicted box fits the object [19]. 

 

(17)[19]. 

 

Figure 15: A simplified illustration of YOLO object detector pipeline. [19]. 
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5.3 Implementation 

 I have started by loading the coco class labels and set random colors for each class. 

# load the COCO class labels our YOLO model was trained on 
labelsPath = os.path.join("coco.names") 
LABELS = open(labelsPath).read() 

Now I will load the weights and configuration models followed by loading the image and 

sending it to the network which determines the output layer names from the YOLO model [17] 

and further construct the blob from the image [17].  After the blob is prepared, the forward pass 

through the YOLO network is done and the interference time for the YOLO is displayed on the 

console. 

weightsPath = os.path.sep.join("yolov3.weights") 
configPath = os.path.sep.join("yolov3.cfg") 
 
# load our YOLO object detector trained on COCO dataset (80 classes) 
print("[INFO] loading YOLO from disk...") 
net = cv2.dnn.readNetFromDarknet(configPath, weightsPath) 

Now I have initialized the lists of detecting bounding boxes, confidence and the class IDs after 

which I have populated all of them with the YOLO data from output layers. After looping over 

each output layer and detected boxes in output, I have extracted the class IDs and the confidence 

to apply it to filter out weak detections. 

for output in layerOutputs: 
 # loop over each of the detections 
 for detection in output: 
  # extract the class ID and confidence (i.e., probability) of 
  # the current object detection 
  scores = detection[5:] 
  classID = np.argmax(scores) 
  confidence = scores[classID] 
 
  # filter out weak predictions by ensuring the detected 
  # probability is greater than the minimum probability 
  if confidence > 0.5: 
   # scale the bounding box coordinates back relative to the 
   # size of the image, keeping in mind that YOLO actually 
   # returns the center (x, y)-coordinates of the bounding 
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   # box followed by the boxes' width and height 
   box = detection[0:4] * np.array([W, H, W, H]) 
   (centerX, centerY, width, height) = box.astype("int") 
 
   # use the center (x, y)-coordinates to derive the top and 
   # and left corner of the bounding box 
   x = int(centerX - (width / 2)) 
   y = int(centerY - (height / 2)) 
 
   # update our list of bounding box coordinates, confidences, 
   # and class IDs 
   boxes.append([x, y, int(width), int(height)]) 
   confidences.append(float(confidence)) 
   classIDs.append(classID) 
 

After filtering out unwanted detections, I have scaled bounding box coordinates so that I can 

display them properly on my original image. Then I have pulled out the coordinates and 

dimensions of the bounding boxes and have used all this information to detect the top left corner 

of the bounding boxes to further update the boxes, confidences and the class IDs. Now I have 

applied the non maxima suppression which YOLO doesn’t apply itself, which keeps only the 

most confident bounding boxes. Finally I have looped over IDXS which was determined by non 

maxima suppression.  

 

Figure 16: Shows the results of the YOLO detection. 
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS  

Deep Learning is still emerging out as a tremendous technology which will help humans 

with to not only recognize faces in images or videos or speech or audio translations but to give 

humans another species who would carry similar brains as human does. It is just the basic and 

primary idea that I have discussed and carried my research on. The prevailing models of neural 

networks are indeed the base of such successful future deep learning holds. The models such as 

CNN, Deep CNN and other famous training algorithms and various noising or de noising 

encoders and decoders  elaborates the deep learning techniques and explains that deep learning 

has not proved and demonstrated promising results in many of its applications but also has the 

promising future with holding success and broader aspects. There are still many needs that are 

still to be developed using deep learning such improvising of face recognition accuracy rate, 

speech detection and translation, better training of the networks, easier training of machines 

leading  us to more effective and theoretical approaches in the field of deep learning.  

We need to find better feature extraction at each layer of the neural network as we have 

found that the basic back propagation algorithm was almost incapable of doing the task that 

matrix form of back propagation algorithm does as recent studies and works have shown that 

there is no need to re train the whole model or network instead one can simply update it using 

new data and information. It is also necessary to develop and explore the techniques that are 

more powerful and has the discriminative approach towards optimization. Although the current 

learning approaches of deep learning seems to work well empirically for many tasks but they still 

failed for some other tasks such as robot guarding the swimming pool drowned himself in the 

pool because of lack of knowledge and training. Extracting features from each layer of the 

network or even from every input of the network can provide deep learning with smaller size 
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models and algorithms. We also need to come up with more scalable models that uses the 

parallel approach in training deep models or networks which can lead to optimization of various 

algorithms. The current best solution to optimize these models is the use of Graphical Processing 

Units (GPUs) but if we reduce the number of GPUs or if we use only single machine then this 

practice of using GPUs is not practical enough for large datasets and information. Making deep 

learning techniques that are scalable and parallel learning algorithm that would take much less of 

a time to train needs to be developed. 

 

All of my code is open source. And pre trained models are also available to download here. 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://github.com/Tanveen.
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